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l.\BSTRACT
I I

In this paper, the laws ()f the unstable wave processes accompanying the combustion abnormal
ptode in the large-sized solid propellant rocket motor (SPRM) pyrotechnical ignition system (IS) are
investigated by nJmerical method. The IS contains thelmain (cylindrical) channel (MC) having
uniform perforation over the lateral surface. The left MC boundary is blocked and the right boundary
is u~iformly perfqrated. The whole perfor.ation is hermetically sealed from outside. The additional
(cylindrical) channel (AC) (an initial impulse amplifier) with uniform perforation over the lateral
surface is installe~ into the MC cavity, ~axially to MC. The right AC boundary is blocked, and the
time-varying high-temperature gas flow, oontaining incandcscent'particles is supplied from initiator,
equipped with a fast burning compound. through AC left perforated bo~dary .To imitate the
exploitation conditions, the I-S is placed in cylindrical imitation chamber (imitative SPRM).

In a num~r of cases, before the beginning of the IS operation, a situation can be realised when
the pclletised solid propellant (PSP) mass is non-uniformly distributed along the IS AC length, and

I
the grea\er part of the AC lateral perforation is blocked by ~e PSP inserted in the IS MC. Un~er these
condit~ons, the effect of abnormal strengthening of the pressure waves at the AC boundaries is possible.
For desqribing the abnormal nonstationary physico-chemical processes, a mathematical model is
develqped. ~or the check-up of this complex model, the numerical calculation results have been'
compared wit.h the results of the fire stand tests for the regular IS and the engine. The numerical analy sis
of the 'unstable wave pr~qess development in the AC has shown that the rise of the pressure with an
ever increasing aVtplitude is realised at the moment, when a shock wave reflects alternately, on the
left and on thet right AC boundaries. The effect of the pressure waves' abnormal strengthening can
result in the destruction ofthdAC and other elements of the IS structure and exert undesirable influence
on the development bf the ignition process of the SPRM charge. On the basis of the numerical analysis'
results, a modified design of the pyrotechnical IS construction having increase operational reliability

is suggested. I
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a,lJ

Cp

't~

Mass concentrations of the CP, coming
into the AC through its left boundary

and formed at, PSP burning

Cv' Cc Specific heat 'cap.acities of the CP

-mixture gas ,phase and the condensed

phase ,
1 Tahgential stress of the CP friction in

filtering ~hrough the PSP pores
I

Rate of the mass interphase exchange
(the sum 0{ gas incomes and flow

rates of tht1' CP)

M
p 1 Damping pressure on the surface with

area (F b -Ftperf )
Total perimeter of the PSP pores in the
direction of the velocity of CP motion U

PSP porosity
(l)AC' (l)MC Masses of PSP, placed in the AC and

MC cavities I

(l)AC1' Masses of the one pel le ti sed element of
(l)MCl the PSP, placed in the IS AC and MC

T Temperature I
Tig C{itical temperature
T h Temperature of the beginning of the

'heterogeneous' exotherm ic reaction

Kh(T c), KOh, Rate coefficient, pre-exponent,
Eh, Qh activation energy and the therm~1

effect of the 'heterogeneous' reaction

Sc PSp'surface relative area joined up to
com bustion t

p Pressure

p o Environmental pressure

Pmix Density of the combustion products (CP)

mixture
p mix Pressure of the CP mixture

U Fl~w velocity of the CP mixture

Esp SPjecific energy of the CP mixture

P D~nsity

Pg Gag phase density
,

'Yc Rl:l.\tivl: mass col1ccl1trutiol1 or thc

c-phase in the CP mixture

Pc' ~c Granulated eleme~ts (GE) mater~al
dcnsity and the lincar rate of the GE

combustion
Gas constant and the adiabatic exponent

Universal gas constant

Gimp GE
U ,

Pu

m

QE

iT,

~

111

N~

q cp' q h

Losses and income ~f the amounts of

motion and energy ~win; to the CP
flow between spaces. G also takes
.,mto account the woFk done when CP

flow-out through the perforation

Rate of the interpha$e energy exchange
1

Mass CP flowtrate from AC into MC
, .

Thermal conductivity coefficient

Dimensionless coefficient of the

hydrodyn~mic resistance

Nusselt t~ermal crite~ion
I \

Thermal flows from the CP and from

'heterogl:ineous' chem ic,1 reaction

tharacteristic size
..JK

1 Kp
Re

, ~

I
PSP penetration faQtor

,Reynolds criterion \

Fricti.on r~sistance coefficient
t

Entropy I

Ljoo

S

kg of PSPSpecific enthalpy of
I8. H 298

Subscripts ~ Superscripis 1
o Corresponds to initial con~itions, the

parameters otf the gas, originally.

filling PSP IJores
, I

j ,," 1 Corrcsi>ol\ds lo lhc cr mixlllrc,
j = 2 Corresponds to the CP co~ing from the

initiator, through, the AC l1Cft boundary

j = 3 Ckrresponds to PSP CP

Ic. 9 Corresponds to t~e parameters of the

cbndensed (solid) phase and the gas

phase, respectivelyI I
R, A

Rn
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F b External surface of the identify length
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channel (MC) (I) having uniforfu perforation (2)

over the lateral surface. The left MC boundary (3)

is blocked and in the right boundary (4), there is

uniform perforation (5). The whole perforation is

hermetically sealed from outside. The additional

(cylindrical) channel (AC) (6) (an initial impulse

amplifier) with uniform perforation (7) over the

latefal surface is installed into the MC cavity (I),

coaxial to MC. Granulated elements (GE) (8), (9)

havi,ng the spherical form and I pressed from the

pyrotechnic mixture (PTM) are packed densely in

the cavities of the channels (1), (6). The right AC

boundary ( 10) is also, blocked, and the time-varying

high-temperature gas" flow, containihg incandesccnt

particles is suppliedl from initiator (12) equipped

with a fast burning compound through left

perforated boundary (11). Ratio of cha'n'nellength

to the diameter is more than one and preset to be
I

equal to 1.2 for MC, and 10 for AC. In the number

of cases, before the beginning of the IS operation,

a situation can be realised when the PS.P mass (9)

is non-uniformly distributed along the length of the

IS AC (6), and the greater part of the AC lateral

perforation (7) is blocked by the PSP (8) inserted

in the IS MC (1). The IS is installed in the imitation

chamber (IC) (13), which is intendcd for imitating

service conditions, for example, of the large-sizcd

SPRM frcc volumc and geomctrical sizcs. At the

right cnd of IC (13), there is a hole (14) intended

for exhausting the differential pressure up to the

normal Icvel.

~orre~ponds to the parameters at the GE

kurface I
I

ICorrespQnds tq the para\neters of the gas

phase and the c-phase ~ixture ,
I

Corresponds to the parameters of the

'heterogeneous' chem i~al reaction

Corres~onds to the stat~onary values of,
t parameters

1 Corresponds to the parameters in the

directio;n of .the CP motion velocity U

Correspondsl to the p"arameters in the

I direction of'longitudinal coordinate

ICorresponds to the parameters on the

boundary.
,

Corresponds to the parameters of the

perforation~. .I

1. INTRODUCTION I
I I

The intr'aballistic parameters in the initial

stage of the I\arge-sized SPRM operation ~n Imary

respects are detdrmined by the ph'lsico-chemical

processes occurring in the pyroteqhnical IS and

subsequent ~eat effect of th~ IS cha;ge combustion

products (CP) on the motor main charge. For such

IS the considerable dependence of technical

characteristics land the operational safety from

passing Iquality of aggregdte of physico-chemical

processes or heating-up and. PSP combustion,

propagation of the gaseous reaction products. orl 15

volumes, passing of th~ aggregate of heterogeneous

reactions with e~issiod or absorption of energy and

heat-mass exchange prodesses. That is why, it is
I

important to know how to calculate accurately

parameters in the, IS, especially taking into account

the possibilities o~ appearance of the combustion

abnormal modes~ In this paper, the laws of the
I

unstable wave; processes accompanying the

combustion abnormal mQde inl the large-sized

SPRM pyrotechnical '5 I is investigated using

numerical methods. I

2. DESCRIPTION OF 'IGNITION SYSTEMI
.The solution of the problem i~ carried out for

I I
one of the most widcspreajd schemes of the SPRM

IS. The sectional diagram of tlhe IS is shown in

Fig. I. The IS contai'1}s the main (cylindrical)
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With these

differential eq

nanstationary ma

A C are wri tt1n

m ulticomp'onents

gases):

I
Usually, the process in the IS, and then in the

IC is developed in the following way. From the

initiator (12) CP arrive at AC (6), where they

hcat-up and ignite the PSP (9). From the AC (6) the

CP arrive in the MC (I), where they heat-up and

ignite the PSP (8). When the pressure in the MC (I)

attains the level exceeding the destruction pressure

of the hermetic sealing, the hermetic sealing is

destroyed and the CP begin to arrive in the front

volume of the IC (Fig. I).

d

at(Fpo PmiXj)+

(I)

MATHEMATICAL MODEL3.

Whcn ~onstructing thc ~athcmatical modcl of

physico-chemical processes' proceeding in the

SPRM IS and IC, the following set of assumptions

are made:
(2)

(a) The cold gas which originally occupied the pore

space of the channels, thG hot CP coming through
the AC left boundary into the estimated ranges,

and the CP of the PSP, all form the chemically
nonreacting mixture, the flow of which is

nonstation~ and follows the laws of flow of

ideal gas;

~ ( ~ p .Pmix. Esp )+ -t ( F p ~ Pmix. U. Esp-

(3)

~ (F
dt p"Pmix"t'Yc

\
(4)

(b) In the CP mixture condensed particles ~an be

present, the rate and the temperature of which

coincide with the corresponding parameters of the

gas;

U2

Esp=Ce(" Tmix+T (5)

,

Cp=Cp .(l-a-bl)+Cp .a+t p .b

.o r 2 ] (6)

a = Pmix~Pmix (7)

b = Pmix~Pmix (8)

(c) Losses by friction and heat transmission from the

CP mixture into PSP and channel walls are taken

into accouqt by introducing into the relevant parts
of equations, the amount of motion and energy of

the source!type members;
I

(d) All of the condensed particles generated by PSP

combustion deposit right away on the GE surface,
because of this assumption, a convective term in

the contin~ity equation for the condensed phase is
I

dropped; ,

(9)

Cef=CV. (l-yc)+Cc .Yc 110)

L' -IL'p , v (II)J~

(e) GE are fixed in space, and only their geometrical

sizes change gradually on burning. No particular

flow over each GE is considered;
, Cp
k=-

Cv (12)

The initial porosity of PSP is considered to be

prescribed.
(f)

Pg.= Pmix .(I -'Yc) (13)
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F p = F AC .m, (axial direction)
aT .
-E.=
at

Ac(14)

Cc .

1
.2

Z
Pmix -0.5. U2

') (24)

(16)

(17)

18)
T.r ;?: T;g

(25)2

1-1~
dcr

"'(OU) =

(19)

Ocr = 4.0

:21)

=
I (22)'cr

(26)

'[u- 2
I -f I U .Pmix .U /8 Boundary conditions

v.:hcn z = dAC ./2, dT cldZj = 0;
(23)

(27)

Qh ./(h(Tc)+
Ac (28)

Eh

(29)

For the GE burning surface (uc > 0), as

additional boundary condition, the equation for

temperature on the surface (burning condition) is

allowable.

Ts=e(Pmi", To>
(30)

Basic relations suggested by the Russian

scientist V. P. Bobryshev ( 1973) are used to account
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for the possible erosive effect in GE burning. The

basis of this procedure is the solution of the

asymptotic equations of heat conduction and

diffusion in the gas phase of the burning propellant.

The distinctive feature of Bobryshev's model is

based on the fact, that for every particular solid

propellant there is no need to know a threshold

(critical) value of the velocity of the flowing-over

gas flux, below which there is no erosive burning.

According to this procedure, the erosive coefficient
I

E, is determined on the basis of the following

relationships:

I
Insofar as the intensity of changes of gasI

dynamics parameters on A€ volume is considerably

greater than the speedl with which the thermal
I

parameters vary , the utilisatiq>n of the last of criteria

relations (including a heAt exchange coefficient),
.I

obtained in stationary conditions is allowable. This
,

statement is coordinated with data o,btained by B.P.

Zhukov, V.V. Vengerskiy, Yu.N. :Kovalyov and

A.M. Lipanov as well as BJbrysh~v et of.
.

According to these data, application of the

stationary conditions criteria, relations for

calculation of the proceses in the inItial stage of the

IS operation is correct, if: II

"-rnixiPmixo Cp

6~[
TIT = (0.675. ns + 2.1) .th(ns/3.25) ~O.O3(32) (37)

,
A coefficient rf = 0.2 is to be used in case of

laminar mode of the GP mixture flo~, and for

turbulent mode tf= 0.5.

,
T1s = 2.2. Pmix .IV! .{Cj7i

sf

Pc. Uc (33)

lCo = 0.39
(34)

-I

1 T.h.e physico-chemical processcs proc~eding in

the mlt\ator (12), IS MC (I) and IC (I3~ (Fig. I) are

simulated in t~e thermodynamic statementl,6. All

flow-rate characteristi1cf are det~rmined in

accordance with ~he relatidns given6,7I
(35)

The last equation is solved by the iteration

method. For the frrst approximation it is assumed
that Cro = 0.04.

For lhc dcscriplion of thc hydrodynamic and

the heat exchange p\"ocesses in the porous medium,
, 4 s

the authors use the procedure. , based on the

model of the integral characteristics of systems.
.

f
4. BOUNDARY CONDITI'ONS FOR

GAS DYNAMIC PROBI.:EM I

Combination of gas dynamic paramftcrs in

boundarics of adjaccnt rrlngcs with diffcrcnt

dimensions (Fig. I, '0' .'1'1. '0' -'0') is carried

out by means of thel algo~ithm' of 'decry of a

random breakage6,8. In the same way th~.bioundary

conditions ape formulated on the ?ther ACIand MC

boundaries. Fo~ determination of the flow

parameters on in~ernal surfaces of the calculated

range boundaries (' 1 ') (Fig. I, '6"), the conditions
of dyna'mic com'patlbilityl are I used. We shall

consi4er the singularity bf application lof these

conditions for pe~orated boundary, /which is

partially covered by GE. The influence of the

separation phenomenon, which is obseryed as the
.,

CP flow through the IS per(.oration, do not take into

account, as far as the IS has small wall thickness.

The heat exch.ange coefficient a.cp consists <?f

three components: they are owing to convective

phenomenon realised in filtering CP through PSP

pores, a.f; owing to CP radiation, CXrad;owing to the

deposition of incandescent particles on the PSP

surface, a.cont .Values of a.rad and a.cont are

determIned from the correlationsl. To find the
I

value of a.f the following correlations is used:

<XI= NuT. ~ix .s/fK; (36)
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2

Pmix .U?'Fb.m .

= FIperfo 80

+ if b -FIperf. eo

J +Fb.m.Pm:xlI f

.2
] I

Pmix.U +Fjper/.eo.Pmix2
j 2

.

,. Pmixl-(l-m) .Fb .Pmixl
p mixl =p mix2+ Pmix2. U2 .(U2 -U1)

(39) where

90. FIper/

m.Fb (44)
(40)

Pmixl

Pmixl

The process of CP flo{.. through flowing

boundaries of the regions in a greater part of a

period of PSP ignition is critical. When the critical

conditions of the outflow will be broken, the

perturbations introduced by the CP, which flowing

through thc boundary, will not themsclvcs

essentially i~fluence the character of the process.

Therefore, later on, the flowing boundary's

nonf!owing conditions can be given.

In the equatio9 for impulses we shall assume
..., I

that p mix::= p mixl .The fstem of cqns (38)-( 40) has

two solutiCjlns. And, on\y one of these solutions,

which cor(esponds to the supersojl1ic mode o'f CP

now (U1 J c1' where c is sound veloci\y),1 will

correspond to h condition of entrqpy increase (AS):

\
( ~ kb

I

p mixl

Pm\x2
I

I

I

Rb Pmix2

Pmixl

AS= In
k \-

b
I

(41)

Starting from this solution, at t = 0, frolm the
..

system of Eqns (38 )..( 40) it is possible to obtain the
following relations: I I

( i -1
-2 J -,,~

t .

kb -I
v-

kb

'1
1
-

(42)

Pmixl = "'

~
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Pis (MPa)

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

,
Figure 3. Comparison of the numerical calculations results.(dashed lines) with the lire stand tests results ~continuous lines) for the

pyrotechnicHI ignition system for the large-sized SPRM, having the propellant charge made from.an inert mate,rial.

The approximation. of different equations is carried

out on the non-uniform grid. A sm all step of the

GE surface is chosen, and then it is increased

according to the geometric progression law.

The rest of the equations of ,the system (the

initiator, IS MC ana the large-sized SPRM), having

the propellant charge made from an inert material

(the imitation chamber), are not complex to solve.

COMPARISON WITH TEST DATA

flange plug), and in the front volume of tht SPRM

combustion chamber (IC fronf volume) p~e;kM (two

pressure. gauges were ~nstalled in' the engi~e body

beside the front-end face surface of the propellant
I

charge). Each of the ~urves represents the ,average
result of five fire stand tests. ' Lowermost and

uppermost curvts characterise the bilateral
I

symmetrical conffdence interval, of th,e, pressure
-'- test I -test. ' .

spread PIS' and PSPRM' and ,with confidence

probapility of O.<j5. Curv~s, corr'cspondihg to the
.I

theorctlcally calculated pressures arc fhown by,

dashed lines. It is q~ite clear, that' the calculated

and the experimental curves (Fig. 13) are in good, ,

agreement both on amplitupe, and on frequency.

6,

SIMULATION RESULTS' & DISCUSSION7.

In~estigalions were carried out for PTM \vith

the. foilowing chemical compositions: technical

For the check-up of the developed complex

mathematical model of physico-chemlical

processes, the numerical calculation results have

been compared with those from the fire stand tests.

The tests have been executed for the regular PT IS

(Fig. 1), mounted in the large sized SPRM. Figure 3,
shows uependence of pressure on time in the IS

body p~;st (a pressure gauge was installed in the IIS
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I

VII (m/s)
physico:chemical processes in the pyrotechnical IS

~eveals the following.
400

PSP inflammation in the IS AC occurs under
I

substantially donstationary conditions. After PSP

complete inflammation the gradual degeneration of

com bustion nonstationarity is observed. Variation

of the PSP initial temperature (7:' = -40 °C, 0 °C,

+ ~9 °C) has shown, that the flame front propaga-

tion process over the PSP surface (Fig. 4) has

shown temperature sensitivity. From Fig. 4 it is

visible, that in temperatures range from -40 °c up
to + 40 °c the PSP complete ignition time changes

from 0.93 ms up to 1.30 ms.

300

200

100

,
0

0.3 0.9 1.2 (ms)0.6

.1
Figure 4. Flame front propagation 'ielocity along tI\.e ignition

I system additional channel volume as a function of the

process 'time and the gratlulated elements initial
temperature. I

Calculations were fulfilled in the case, when,
I

before the beginning ot the IS hperation, the greater
.

part of thc AC (6) latcral pcrforation (7) is blockcd

(Fig. 1) by the PSP (8) inserted in the IS MC, and

the PSP mass (9) is nonunifo}mly distributed along
the IS AC length. I

In Fig. 5, the spatial profiles of the CP pressure

and flow velocity values in c'onsecutive moments

of the time are presented. At the moment of the
time I = 0.26 ms occurs CP flow in the IS AC from

the :initiator with the sound velocity. After the

beginning of the flame front propagation on the AC

lengih, occurs a shock wave, which is propagated
along .the AC (I = 0.75 ms). At the moment of a

barium nitrate -60 per cent, t~tanium powder -35

per yent, binding solution containing Mg

compQlunds and graphite -5 per cent. The basic

initiall data: Pc = 2900 I kg/m3; T,g = IO9(} K;
I I

T mix = 3500 K; k =11.276; 'Yc = 0.62; L = 0.24 m;

dAC = p.0095 m; dMCb 0.0120 m~ fAc = 0.5 x 1~-3 m2~

FMC =128.5 x 10-3 m2; f~c = 0.0065 m2~ f~c

= 0.040 m2~ roAc =f 0.09 kg~ roMC = 5.0 kg; roACl

= 0.0010 kg~ roMC1I= 0.0017 kg; uc.rt = 0.02 m/s at

I I
p ~~x = 1 MPa~ dH298 T -2414 KJ/kg; '>-rnix = 8.494 x

10 kJ/(m.~ec.K); Cef= }387 J/(kg.K).
I'

Th~ analysis of result~ of nlumerical

investigation~ of laws of the evolution df the

2.0

1.6

2

0.8

0.4

0

Figure 5. Evolution or the process dynamics in the ignition system additional channel
I

I
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P (MPa)

10

8

6

4

?

Also, the appearance of the inte~mittent burning

(chuffing) mode is possible. Th,e 'chuffing is very

milch probable in thc ~mall-~izc(1 ~PRM 11~ wclll1s

in the largc-sized SPRM with a'.high intrachambcr

loading coofficicnt.

Thc influcncc of Ith~ ini~ial nonuniform

distribution of a granulated charge 'was investigated, I

for ,the first time in the ordnance science, even in

the f last century. These investigations, marked in

fact the beginning of t~e systematic study ot the

nonstationary periodic ~ processes, accompanying
the solid propellant burning, a~ong which are the

phenomena of chuffing and low-frequency

instability, observable 'in the modern ISPRM, and

were executed ~by Maj. Gen. of the Russian Army,

Nickolay V,K~lakoutsky, the out~tanding Russian

sclen¥st in the fields of metallurgy, physical

mytallurgy ahd ordnance. The p~ogramme of

Kalakoutsky's investi~ations inclQded several

thousand experiments I ( 1876-1878), directed, /
towards the search for the Il1tOSt rational method of

realisation of the powder ~est of the steel gun

barrels. Kalakoutskyll described the I course of

investigations and the rcsults obtained from his

voluminous work. Its \ranslation ih France

demonstrated that his wolik on determination of

pressure of thc pojWder 'gases in gun barrels

received ample recognition. In 188d it was
published in the Journal 'Revue d ' artillefie ' and at

the same peri ~ d it was issu'ed as a separate
b h 1213 .. hroc ure ' .:t ~s Important to note, t at

Kalakoutsky ha~ touched upon, a question on the

propag'ation of dscillatory motio,n of the gases long

before experim~nts carried out by J. 'Viyel, the

Fre~ch chemist 'engaged in igniti~¥ powders.

Kalakoutsky',s investigations exe~ted ~ significant

influence on the advancement of the gun

production for a long time14. Consequently, this

effect was investigated ~nalytically by Betekhtin
15

et al ..

0
0 t (ms)2 3

Figure 6. Dependence or the combustion products pressure
adjacent to left (I) and right (2) ignition system
additional channel boundaries on the time or the
process. ,

shock wave. reflection from the right AC end face,
the pressure peak is created there (I = 0.92 ms).

After this the shock wave propagation begins
towards the AC left-hand bounqary direction (I =

1.20 ms). On consecutive reflection of the

longitudinal shock wave from the AC boundaries,

the wave intensity increases. Figure 6 shows

dependence of pressures adj acent to the left ( I) and

right (2) boundaries of IS AC on the time 9f the

process. The ri~e of the pressure with an ever

increasing ampl\tude is realised at the mom.ent,

when a shock wave reflects alternately, on the left

(I) and on the right (2) IAC boundaries. The

reflected waves, arising at left-hand AC boun~ary,

are propagated op the CP, which are largely brakedI
by the previous' reflected wave, and the wayes

reflected from the AC right boundary, are

propagated on CP, which already have counter

velocit~. Therefore, the wave velocity in the

straight direction (Fig. 6) exceeds the reflected

wave velocity. The numerical analysis of the

unstable wave process development in the .~C has

shown that the amplitude of the serial pressure rises

at the AC boundaries can exceed the average

pressure level by 3-6 times. The effect of the,
abnormal strengthening of the pressure waves can

rresult in the destruction of the IS AC 1 body and

other elements of the IS structure, and exert

unfavourable influenc~ to the development ot the

ignition process of the SPRM charge. In particular,

the SPRM propellant charge may not ignite at all.

~ow, the ,important' precussor for the correct

descrIption of the physico-chemical phcnomena,

accompanying the intermittent burning of the solid

propellant, is a series of 'experimental work of1617 ,
Marshakov ..These works are devoted to the
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substantiation of the hypothesis about cell-
I

pulsating mechani~m of the burning of the solid

propellant. It is .knowJn, th..t the solid propellant

burning surface rep.resents an oscillatory syste~
I

with an infinite number of degrees of freedom. and

the above mentioned mechanism permits; to take

into account the influence of the microscale

phenomena on the intermittent burning. process.

8. PREVENTIO~ dF PYI.:tOTECHNICAL
,

IGNITIQN SYSTEM ABNORMAL
MOpE OF OPERATION

Calc'ulations demonstratej that it is pos~ible to

prevent the occurrencel of the ~bove described IS

abnormal mode 'of operation. qn the basis of the

numerical analykis results, the rT IS construction

design is suggested to be modi~ed and a sectional

view is shown in Fig. 7. This IS scheme has an
t

increasrd operational reliability which is rcalised
by thel suppression of the described abnQrmal

effect. To provide for this,1 the IS AC (the centraf

perforated tube 8) \s executed multisectionally

(Fig. 7~, and each of'the sections is supplied with

PSP (ll. Prior to the commencement and during

the PSP ignition period all the sections mentioned
I

are interconnected I gas dynamically. After PSP

ignition in each of thie sections, th.e cavities of these

sections are automattcally isolated from one

another and the PSP burning lasts in each 0( the
I

isolated secfions. Thus, the possibility of t~e shock

waves propagation along the IS AC cavity land,
I

accordingly, tHe occurrence of the effect of the

pressure wave sclf-strength~nint up to values

considera*ly exceeding nG>rmallevel, is excluded.

Figure 7. Sectional view of the modified design of the large-sized
SPRM pyrotechnical i~ition system, which has an
increased operational reliability.

charge. On the ba~is of the numerical analysis

results, a new pyrotechnical ISj construction design

is suggested. This IS design I has an increased

operational reliability. j
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